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One of the most basic questions facing democratic theory is who ought to be included in political participation. Many have argued that all affected by a political decision ought to be included, while others argue for a stronger criterion—that one must be coercively subject to the decision, for example.¹ Most recent discussions of this question have focused on the wrongful exclusion of those who ought to be included. A compelling case has been made that, in areas such as immigration policy, the decisions of polities do not merely affect those outside their borders, but actively coerce them.² It is then concluded that non-citizens have a right to participate in policy formation, at least when the policies in question affect them (under the weaker standard) or subject them to coercion (under the stronger).³

Less attention has been paid to the question of whether political participation can be objectionably over-inclusive. Robert Dahl insists that it can; a claim to inclusion, he writes, “cannot be justified if it is advanced by persons whose interests are not significantly affected by the decisions of that unit.”⁴ As Robert Goodin observes, Dahl here interprets the “all affected interests principle” of political inclusion as an “all and only affected interests principle.”⁵

This essay is a moral defense of what Dahl would consider political over-inclusion, of empowering those entirely unaffected by a given political decision to participate in the making of that decision. My argument is not that the unaffected have a right to participate or that they are somehow wronged by political exclusion in a manner analogous to how the affected may be wronged when excluded. What matters morally is not what a proper resolution to a specific
political conflict will do for the unaffected—by definition, it can do nothing for them. What matters is what the inclusion of the unaffected can do to improve the quality of the decision being made, and hence to benefit those affected by this decision. My focus will be on one particular manner in which the inclusion of the unaffected can improve political decision-making: namely, by increasing impartiality. As I argue in the first section of this essay, whereas the affected can only possess what I call “artificial impartiality,” the unaffected possess what I call “natural impartiality.”

Of course, few today would embrace a purely results-oriented, consequentialist theory of proper political decision-making. As democrats, we are concerned not only with the quality of the decisions being made, but also with the identity of those making them. One interpretation of our deontological commitment to democracy implies that political decisions must be made exclusively by those affected by these decisions. Including the unaffected might therefore be morally impermissible because the affected could legitimately complain that they are being denied self-rule. Yet I will argue in the second section of this essay that this objection depends on an incomplete understanding of the values of democratic equality and self-determination.

The third section of this essay will then be devoted to questions of institutional design. It will outline the many possible ways that the sort of natural impartiality described in the first section can be integrated into political structures that promote high-quality decision-making, and how these institutions can be crafted so as not to run afoul of the democratic objection discussed in the second section.

1. The Contribution of the Unaffected

   a) Existing Arguments for Including the Unaffected
Although the subject has not been central to the debate on political participation, a few arguments for including the unaffected in decision-making have been made in the existing literature. Goodin, for example, begins his argument with the premise that voters unaffected by a particular political decision will vote randomly. Since a large number of random voters will end up distributed equally among the options available, the unaffected will have no effect on the outcome. Goodin concludes that adding the “and only” clause to the all-affected principle is “otiose.”6 Since political under-inclusion is a grave wrong, while over-inclusion will have no effect whatsoever on political decisions, it is always best to err on the side of over-inclusion.7 Yet unless strong external incentives are provided, few (if any) would bother participating in a decision-making process solely for the purpose of registering a random selection. Frederick Whelan thus arrives at a similar conclusion to Goodin’s by arguing that the unaffected will simply fail to participate.8 Under either argument, political over-inclusion is morally permissible because it is entirely innocuous.

Goodin and Whelan seem to be assuming that those unaffected by a given political decision will necessarily be indifferent to the outcome of that decision—that they will be unable or unwilling to formulate an opinion on the matter in question, and hence either fail to participate in decision-making or participate at random. To be sure, it is possible that unaffected spectators will be indifferent in this way. Yet it is also possible that the unaffected will be able to help contribute their opinions to a decision, and will be able to do so in particularly beneficial ways. If we believe that every polity owes its members the best possible decision-making procedures available, then taking steps to improve these procedures is not merely advisable; it is morally obligatory. Yet the question of whether we can improve our politics by including the unaffected remains of keen interest even if we reject this strong moral claim.
Amartya Sen, in his defense of what he calls “open impartiality,” has provided two principal grounds for believing that political decision-making would be improved through the inclusion of others besides those who are obviously affected. The first is based on the fact that those who do not appear to be affected by a particular political decision may in fact have interests at stake in it. Of course, this is not so much a revision of the all-affected principle as a proper response to our fallibility in its application. Yet Sen also emphasizes that proper political decision-making requires us to overcome our parochialism, “scrutinizing not only the influence of vested interests, but also the captivating hold of entrenched traditions and customs.” This gives us a reason to include those whose cultures are quite different from our own in our political deliberations, even if they are unaffected by the decision at hand. The second of Sen’s arguments implies that we may not, in fact, be utterly indifferent to decisions which do not affect us. There are many ways in which we come to have opinions on questions which do not affect us; Sen’s observation that we may notice that decisions are being influenced by parochial traditions that we do not share is merely one example.

To be sure, it might be argued that anyone who develops a preference for one outcome or another is no longer unaffected by the matter at hand. Under one definition of “being affected,” we are affected not only when our interests are advanced or hindered, but whenever the world comes to more or less correspond to our preferences about how it should be. Yet this conception of what it would mean to be unaffected would not only answer the question of whether the unaffected are necessarily indifferent by definitional fiat, it would also be incompatible with ordinary usage. Whenever a referee or judge settles others’ disputes, this previously unaffected individual now develops preferences about the case at hand. Yet it would nonetheless be odd to say, before a call is made, that the referee is him or herself affected by the dispute; the referee is
neither a member of, nor rooting for, either of the teams at play. It is therefore best to understand individuals as unaffected by a decision if they have no interests at stake or pre-existing preferences on the matter, although they may develop preferences during the resolution process itself.11

My argument for empowering the unaffected (thus defined) because they are capable of natural impartiality can be understood as a friendly amendment to Sen’s two existing arguments for open political decision-making. Even when they genuinely have neither interests nor pre-existing preferences at stake, and even when they suffer from the same cultural parochialism as the affected, the unaffected ought to be included decision-making because they are capable of a unique kind of impartiality. Given the fact that he calls his view “open impartiality,” it is surprising that Sen never really discusses the unique sort of impartial perspective available to the unaffected. In order to identify this unique form of natural impartiality, we must first understand impartiality more generally and see why it is so often considered a key feature of good political decision-making.

b) Natural versus Artificial Impartiality

The demand for impartiality arises in situations where the interests or preferences of individuals are in conflict. A resolution to a conflict is impartial when it does not favor any party over any others because of who they are. Impartiality precludes bias or favoritism, what Hobbes called “acceptance of persons.”12 It does not matter if the “accepted” person is oneself or someone else. Selfishness is therefore not the proper antonym of impartiality, since utter selflessness is wholly compatible with intense favoritism.
Many philosophers consider impartiality to be somehow constitutive of morality as such, although many others have pointedly rejected this claim. Yet those on both sides of this debate can agree that impartiality is one feature of good decision-making in a wide variety of contexts, particularly in the political sphere. This is not to say impartiality is the only thing of value with regard to political decision-making; it always has to be weighed against other values. Nor is impartiality valuable in all political contexts; there may be situations in which political actors should favor some people over others. Many believe that elected representatives may permissibly favor their constituents over those who live elsewhere, for example, though they should not favor their friends and family members over other constituents.

To determine the extent to which impartiality is valuable in any given context will require appeal to higher-order values. Brian Barry argues that “second-order impartiality” is to provide the grounds for answering this question. It might be argued that the reason representatives may show favor to their constituents but not to their own families is because only the former sort of partiality can be justified in terms of impartial principles of justice. Such impartial principles might very well allow geographically-based representation but forbid nepotism. Most modern moral and political theories advocate impartial principles of this sort. Yet once we are certain that first-order impartiality is of value in some particular political context, we face the practical question of how it is to be achieved. My interest in this essay is on one underappreciated means of doing so through appeal to those unaffected by the decision at hand.

I claim no great originality on this point. Its most famous predecessor is Adam Smith’s concept of impartial spectatorship. Although Smith’s impartial spectator has been increasingly discussed as of late, these discussions have been marked by an emphasis on the imaginary over the actual. Sen, for example, sees “the Smithian impartial spectator” as “a device for critical
scrutiny and public discussion.” Like the impossibly ignorant agents in John Rawls’s original position—or, in an even closer analogy, like Roderick Firth’s ideal observer—this impartial spectator is not a real person, but the protagonist of a thought experiment. By appealing to this imagined figure, Smith is thought to be constructing an artificial perspective which any of us can and should adopt at will, rather than describing a social category to which all of us at least occasionally belong.

A growing body of heterodox commentators argues against this standard reading of Smith. They note that, in most instances where Smith speaks of fair or impartial spectators, he is describing ordinary people observing situations in which they have no objective interests or pre-existing subjective preferences at stake. Under this view, whenever we find ourselves evaluating competing claims in a conflict in which neither our interests nor our pre-existing preferences are involved, we are in the position of an impartial spectator. In this reading, it is only in Part III of *The Theory of Moral Sentiments* that Smith sets out to explain why, when we are not in the position of an impartial spectator we still feel that our moral judgments ought to remain impartial. It is only then that we must artificially attempt to examine our conduct or that of those close to us “as we imagine any impartial spectator would examine it.” Yet such cases, according to some commentators, are the exception and not the rule. In most of our judgments of most other people, Smith believes that our natural perspective as spectators gives us a sufficient degree of impartiality.

Regardless of whether this is true most of the time, it is certainly true at least some of the time. Individuals unaffected by a given decision experience the demand for impartiality differently than do those affected. For the unaffected, the demand for impartiality is not demanding at all. Without any interests or pre-existing preferences at stake, one simply has no
reason to favor one of the affected parties over any other. These are cases of what I call “natural impartiality.” They can be contrasted with cases of “artificial impartiality,” in which an individual has at least some interest or preference which leads her to favor one affected party, but also has a reason for not doing so. That is, she has a reason to view a dispute as if she had natural impartiality. Artificial impartiality is artificial in that it involves adopting a perspective on a situation which is not naturally one’s own.\textsuperscript{21}

c) Mechanisms of Impartiality: Rawlsian, Madisonian and Smithian

Natural impartiality is a resource which most recent theorists have either overlooked or consciously chosen to forego. Under the assumption that only those affected can or should participate in political deliberation, theorists have typically appealed to two strategies for achieving impartiality. First, affected parties may be forced to rely on their own artificial impartiality—that is, their own limited ability to screen out their pre-existing preferences and interests. Those who doubt that political actors are sufficiently willing or able to do this instead attempt to design institutions that somehow produce impartial results from a system in which no single actor achieves impartiality on her own.

Philip Van Parijs contrasts a “Rawlsian” with a “Machiavellian” approach to such questions.\textsuperscript{22} While Rawlsians are concerned with inculcating citizens and their shared public culture with a sense of justice, Machiavellians attempt to design formal political institutions in such a way that the right outcomes will emerge even though all individuals are concerned only with their private interests. In our context, it makes more sense to refer to this latter school as Madisonian rather than Machiavellian. The American Federalists, after all, were the most
influential designers of governmental institutions constructed in light of Hume’s “political maxim” that “every man must be supposed a knave.”

Although Madisonians may be concerned with the question of institutional design in a narrow, formal sense, I think it is best to understand Rawlsians as institutional designers as well, since publicly shared moral sentiments and civic cultures can be understood as informal institutions. The question is whether such informal institutions could ever, by themselves, bring about impartial resolutions to political conflicts. The demands that Rawlsians place on individual citizens are considerable. Although a very high level of artificial impartiality may seem like too much to ask of individuals, Rawls replies that there is no available alternative. “There seems,” he writes, “to be no way of allowing them to take a narrow or group-interested standpoint and then regulating the process so that it leads to a just outcome.”

But if Rawlsians insist that “there is, unhappily, no procedural alchemy whereby a majority bent on injustice can be made to pursue justice instead,” there is a long tradition of Madisonians who counter that, with the proper design of formal institutions, the base metals of individual favoritism and self-interest can indeed be turned into the gold of impartial political decisions. Most of the formal institutions of modern liberal-democracies have been justified as contributing in some way to the achievement of this goal. Foremost among these is the separation of powers and a system of checks and balances under which ambition is “made to counteract ambition.” Elections with universal suffrage have been defended as a means by which self-interested, reelection-seeking officials can be made answerable to at least a majority of their constituents, while judicial review has become a means of insuring that the interests of minorities are not wholly excluded from consideration. Recently, Jon Elster and Adrian Vermeule emphasized how what Vermeule calls “veil rules” can encourage impartiality by
depriving individuals of the information they need to advance their self-interest.²⁹ Constitutional clauses requiring that laws be prospective and general can be understood as veil rules in Vermeule’s sense, as can rules delaying the date a law takes effect.³⁰

Ideally, the question of how much potential there is for achieving impartiality through these various means could be answered empirically. Unfortunately, if the mechanisms being considered have not been tried—or at least have not been tried often, or not in the precise settings or configurations under consideration—their costs and benefits can only be addressed speculatively. Sometimes the problem with such theorizing is that it can turn unrealistically utopian, spinning out suggestions for institutions that never could or would be attempted in practice. At other times, however, the opposite problem is the case—the analogies to existing institutions are so obvious and the relevant ideas so deeply embedded in existing practice that they go unnoticed.

I believe that the latter is the case with what might be termed “Smithian” mechanisms of impartiality—those which rely on the natural perspective of the unaffected. Institutions making use of natural impartiality are already highly familiar from the judicial system, where it has long been accepted that no one should be a judge in his or her own case. Judges and jurors are expected to have no interests or pre-existing preferences at stake in the conflicts which their decisions resolve, and to recuse themselves (or be recused) from decision-making if there is even an appearance of possible bias. A similar use of natural impartiality is made by the myriad forms of arbitration used in settings from private business to international diplomacy.

Smithian mechanisms for achieving impartiality are especially appealing because they combine some of the advantages of both Rawlsian and Madisonian approaches. As with Rawlsians, Smithians depend on the impartiality of individuals, on the actual understandings and
motivations of those participating in politics. There is little or no attempt at procedural
“alchemy,” at some Madisonian magic by which favoritism is filtered away despite the best
efforts of political actors to hold on to it. Like Madisonians, however, Smithians do not attempt
to improve individuals morally. Smithians simply take spectators as they are, imagining laws as
they might be—laws which might empower those who naturally observe a conflict from the
appropriate perspective to help settle the conflict impartially.

It is therefore striking that—despite their utter ubiquity in the guise of judges, jurors and
arbitrators—impartial spectators are almost never empowered to be legislators or executives.
Given that affected parties are excluded from decision-making in the judiciary, why are
unaffected parties excluded from decision-making in other branches of government?

2. The Democratic Objection

a) The Consent of the Affected

Even if they accept that the natural impartiality of the unaffected might be successfully
harnessed to improve political decision-making, there are those who would argue that these
considerations are beside the point. What matters, under this view, is neither the impartiality nor
the quality of decision-making overall, but the identity of the agents making decisions. These
agents must be chosen, not based on the consequences of their selection, but on the basis of a
non-instrumental commitment to democracy. Democracy is not one feature of good political
decision-making among many. It is an absolute, deontological requirement that any political
procedure must meet in order to be morally permissible.

Although the unaffected may legitimately interpret the laws which the affected have
already voluntarily imposed upon themselves—hence the prevalence of Smithian institutions in
the judiciary—they may not impose laws on the affected without their consent. Any inclusion of the unaffected in the legislative or executive matters would serve to bring their legitimacy into question, since it might lead us to question whether policies would have been framed as they were without this “outside interference.” The more power the unaffected possess, the greater the loss of democratic legitimacy. For Dahl, empowering an impartial, unaffected arbitrator to make binding political decisions is thus to abandon democracy for a form of Platonic guardianship.31

I have no desire to defend such authoritarianism. Those who emphasize the importance of including the unaffected need not reject the traditional democratic conception of political legitimacy as deriving from the consent of the governed—that is, the consent of the affected. Even if my arguments are correct, they still do not justify the forcible inclusion of the unaffected in political processes where the affected have not welcomed them. Rather than seeking to become a philosopher-king, I am offering my arguments in an attempt at democratic persuasion. Just as the consent of the electorate legitimates the political power of their representatives, so too could the consent of the affected legitimate the political participation of the unaffected. My goal is to convince those affected to freely offer their consent in this regard, demonstrating that they have no reasonable grounds for withholding it.

b) The Already-Existing Inclusion of the Unaffected

One of the easiest ways to convince others of a moral or political claim is to observe that they have already endorsed it implicitly in practice. Such is certainly the case when it comes to the inclusion of the unaffected. In any existing democratic system, voters and their elected representatives must regularly decide on matters which, for a wide variety of idiosyncratic reasons, will never have any effect on them. The larger and more heterogeneous a polity is, the
more likely it is that a significant percentage of the political decision-making will be about matters in which neither my interests are at stake nor about which I have any pre-existing preferences.

Since Madison, the fact that extending the boundaries of a state lessens the power of particular interests has been seen as a benefit rather than a drawback—indeed, as a “Madisonian” mechanism for increasing impartiality of the sort described earlier. In Madison’s classic formulation, the benefit of a large polity is that the sheer variety of interest groups decreases the probability that any single one will dominate.32 Yet whenever a state is enlarged to as to reduce the power of any single interest group, it will come to include not only competing interest groups, but also many individuals without interests (or pre-existing preferences) at stake on a given matter at all.

The standard response to this fact has been a turn to federalism, an ideal in which decisions with only local effects are to be made only by those affected by them. Yet this ideal bears very little relationship to how actually-existing federalism works in practice. It is impossible to gerrymander boundaries around each unit in a federal system so as to include all those affected by a given decision and to exclude all those unaffected. Even in the smallest and most homogenous locality, many citizens will regularly be asked to contribute to decisions which will in no way affect them due to idiosyncrasies of their personal situations. Parking codes are set in part even by those who never drive, restaurant regulations even by those who never eat out, and so on.

What is more, power is never divided among the levels of a federal system so as to entirely exclude the unaffected. The division of responsibilities among levels of government may be made for a wide variety of instrumental reasons—or for no reason at all. Regardless of
whether the best decision-maker has been chosen in any given instance, it is inevitable that decisions which only affect certain cities are made by county or provincial officials from other cities, and decisions which only affect certain states or provinces are made by national officials from other provinces. If cosmopolitans were ever to get their way, and the world as a whole were to be governed by federal structures, this pattern would merely extend one more level; decisions which only affect certain nations would be made by officials from outside these nations. In certain geographic regions (such as Europe) and certain policy areas (such as international trade) something resembling this situation is already in place.

Even if democratic federalists were to concede that it is impossible to entirely exclude the unaffected from decision-making, they might still maintain that we should try to approach this ideal as closely as is practicable. If we do our best to keep the inclusion of the unaffected to a minimum, then hopefully their participation will not outweigh the participation of the affected, and the collective will of those whose consent is required for a law’s legitimacy will ultimately prevail. Yet from the point of view of any given affected individual, it is quite likely that his interests or preferences will not prevail on a given matter. Not only is there a good chance that he will end up in the losing minority, but in any reasonably sized modern polity his contribution to the political process is almost certainly not going to determine which side ends up the winner.33 Although this famously poses significant problems concerning the instrumental rationality of democratic political participation in large polities, it need not pose a challenge to a polity’s democratic legitimacy. As long as defeated minorities freely acquiesce to the decisions of victorious majorities, all involved may be said to consent to the decision so rendered. The same pattern holds regardless of whether the decision is made, at least in part, by those unaffected by the matter at hand. The morally relevant question is whether there is any additional objection
which those defeated in a decision-making process which includes the unaffected can make which is not also available to those who are defeated in a majoritarian process which includes only the affected.

c) The Value of Equal Subjection

At the beginning of the essay, we saw that many individuals will be affected by laws which may plausibly be seen as not coercively binding them; if the status of potential immigrants in this regard is too controversial, just think of those harmed by another country’s pollutants. We have now also seen that many will be left unaffected by laws which nonetheless bind them. Yet while the set of those bound by, or subject to, a law and the set of those affected by it are not coextensive, there is considerable overlap between them. Perhaps the affected cannot reasonably object to including the unaffected as long as the unaffected in question are nonetheless subject to the decision at hand. If they are not so bound, they ought still be excluded.

This thought gains a certain plausibility when we consider that those currently unaffected by a law to which they are nonetheless subject cannot be certain that they will not come to be affected by it. As Goodin observes, “in a world of flux, we actually do not know, with any confidence, what our positions will be in the not-so-distant future.” If it is merely due to idiosyncratic features of my personal situation that a given law does not affect me, as long as I remain subject to this law, I may come to be affected by it once my situation changes.

Yet it is important not to overestimate the level of uncertainty to which we are susceptible. In a society without a significant degree of socioeconomic mobility, for example, the rich can be reasonably certain that they are likely to remain rich over the entire course of their lives. As Anatole France famously observed in The Red Lily, they can therefore be quite sure that
they will never be affected by laws prohibiting them from sleeping under bridges. What France bitterly calls “the majestic equality of the law” can only mean that we are all equally subject to the laws of the polities which govern us, not that we are equally affected by them, or even equally likely to be affected by them at some future point.

Despite France’s cynicism on the matter, however, there is real moral value to our equal subjection to the law. If nothing else, equal subjection is valuable as a kind of equal political standing, however unequal citizens may be in all other respects. Platonic guardianship is objectionable, at least in part, because it removes any equal standing whatsoever among classes in the Kallipolis.

Unlike citizens in an Aristotelian polity, Platonic guardians only rule, and are never ruled in turn. Other classes in the Kallipolis only are ruled, and never rule. The same pattern would hold if unaffected spectators were to resolve the conflicts of others and yet themselves only be subject to their own decisions. Such a system would essentially be a form of colonialism: members of certain privileged polities would deny self-government to others, and yet continue to enjoy self-government at home. It would be entirely reasonable to reject this sort of inequality as morally unacceptable.

In order to alleviate this inequality, we must strive as best we can to insure that all are equally ruler and equally ruled, equally legislator and equally subject to laws. Typically, this has been done by insisting that all individuals within a given polity have an equal right to political participation, and then are equally subject to the very same laws that they can be said to have created together. Another form of equality, however, might involve all citizens in a given polity equally participating in the creation of laws to which others are subject, while also being equally subject to laws created by others.
Imagine, for example, two polities engaging in a kind of franchise swap; the electorate of one agrees to make policies for the other, while the other will make policies for them. No one could reasonably claim that this scenario is objectionable because it produces inequality; all are as much both ruler and ruled after the franchise swap as they were before. To be sure, one might object to this swap, not on grounds of equality, but on grounds of political self-determination. Yet while it is true that neither state would remain sovereign and self-governing under this arrangement, the quasi-union of the two would be. If we accept that polities should be free to join together on terms of their own choosing—provided that these terms are not objectionably inegalitarian or otherwise unjust—then I can see no principled objection to the electorates of two polities freely agreeing to this unusual relationship in the hope of increasing the impartiality of their decision-making.

Of course, there may still be many practical objections to a franchise swap. Indeed, such an agreement is probably a comparatively poor way to harness the potential of natural impartiality. Most obviously, a complete franchise swap utterly excludes the input of affected parties, input which is both instrumentally valuable for improving decision-making and expressively valuable as a sign of continued consent to the political process. Unfortunately, including the affected alongside the unaffected will probably mean that the decisions rendered will not be as impartial as they might otherwise have been. As has already been made clear, however, impartiality is not the only feature we seek in political decision-making. Simply because a decision has been made impartially does not mean it has been made well in other respects. Impartiality is therefore to be optimized, rather than maximized, as it is weighed against other values in the process of institutional design.37
3. **Institutional Design**

a) **Selecting Spectators, Blending Mechanisms**

Many have noted that Madisonian and Rawlsian approaches for achieving impartiality are not mutually exclusive. Nagel, for example, calls for a “moral division of labor” in which formal institutions do all they can to help produce impartial results, but an individual’s sense of justice must do the rest.\(^{38}\) The pattern continues when Smithian mechanisms are added to the discussion. While a well-designed institution may rely primarily on mechanisms of one type, mechanisms of the other two types may prove necessary to support or supplement it in various ways.

This becomes especially clear when we focus on how Smithian institutions of impartiality are to be set in motion initially. Sometimes the unaffected are recruited through pre-existing Smithian institutions, as with organizations like the American Arbitration Association or the International Chamber of Commerce, which runs the International Court of Arbitration. Such institutions did not emerge *ex nihilo*, however. At some point, those affected by political conflicts were probably the ones to establish them. It seems unlikely that Smithian institutions could ever be fully Smithian all the way down.

While the empowerment of the unaffected through the participation of the affected is a powerful expression of the latter group’s consent to the process, it also raises considerable difficulties. When affected parties are tasked with the selection of what is alleged to be an unaffected arbitrator, it is in the interest of each affected party to select a secretly affected person—one whose interests or preferences were heretofore unnoticed, but which align with the parties’ own. In order to commit themselves to the selection of a naturally impartial arbitrator, the affected must already have a considerable commitment to impartiality. They might therefore
have to make considerable use of the imaginary perspectives which allow for artificial impartiality.

If it is worried that a Rawlsian sense of justice is insufficient for the task, Madisonian elements may also aid in the selection of impartial spectators. Participants beginning with roughly equal bargaining power might simply be able to select a naturally impartial spectator through self-interested negotiation. And if direct bargaining proves unsuccessful, the characteristically Madisonian mechanism of elected representation could also be employed. Under the procedures of party-appointed arbitration familiar from private dispute-resolution, each participant in a conflict appoints one member to a council of arbitrators. AAA rules explicitly exclude party-appointed arbitrators from presumptions of neutrality, and do not subject them to exclusion for bias or prior relationship with a party.\textsuperscript{39} The party-appointed members of the council then pick a neutral arbitrator to chair and cast the deciding vote. In cases of international arbitration, ICC rules require that the neutral chair must ordinarily be chosen from a country other than those of the parties to the conflict.\textsuperscript{40} Even if all of the other members of the council of arbitrators are partial, it is reasonable to believe that they will settle on a relatively naturally impartial spectator for this decisive role.

\textbf{b) Promoting Quality Decision-Making}

Although the unaffected may decide impartially, there is a reasonable suspicion that their decisions will tend to be poorly made in a number of other ways. For example, we might worry that the unaffected will make less informed decisions than the affected. Unlike the unaffected, the affected are embedded in what Downs calls “the free information stream.”\textsuperscript{41} Since the decision in question is about their pre-existing preferences and interests, acquiring information
about these matters is unavoidable for them. The same is not true of those unaffected by a
decision, whose very distance from the affected parties to a conflict will largely keep them away
from the free stream of information about it.

As a result, institutions will have to be designed to provide the unaffected with
information. Courtroom trials can be understood as institutions of this sort, designed to give
judges and jurors as much information as they require to make an informed yet still impartial
decision. Were Smithian mechanisms to be expanded beyond the judicial sphere, additional care
would have to be taken to insure that the impartial spectators in question would be as informed
as necessary. This would undoubtedly incur significant costs.

Unfortunately, even if public funds are used to provide the unaffected with all the
information they require, there is no guarantee that this will actually lead to better-informed
decisions. As Downs observes, no information is entirely costless for those who receive it.\textsuperscript{42}
Merely paying attention to information takes time and effort; thinking about or assimilating it
takes more still. As university lecturers know full well, those without any motivation to do
otherwise can successfully avoid internalizing any information presented to them. If the
information is presented in a particularly compelling manner, inherent interest or entertainment
value may be sufficient to discourage daydreaming and obliviousness. Yet not only does this
work better for some forms of information than for others, but it also requires considerable skills
on the part of those presenting the information. It would be preferable if the unaffected were
committed to learning the information required simply for the sake of making a better decision.
In this way, questions of information transition naturally into questions of motivation.

Since those unaffected have nothing at stake in a given conflict, they will likely have
little motivation to resolve it at all, let alone to resolve it well. One simple mechanism to help
address this problem is to remove an institution’s agenda-setting from its own control. Judicial institutions therefore typically deny judges and juries control over which and how many conflicts they will have to resolve. Simply denying agenda control to the unaffected, however, will not be sufficient to motivate them to do as much as they can to make a particular decision adequately. Although they have no choice but to render a decision on some matter, a fully informed, carefully deliberated decision will, in itself, do nothing to advance their interests or pre-existing preferences. There will therefore be a temptation to come to a resolution as quickly and costlessly as possible.

A related worry is that, since the unaffected have so little motivation to make a good decision, it can be quite easy to corrupt or coerce them into making a bad decision. Although all institutions of decision-making will devote some resources to preventing the corruption of officials, these costs will likely prove especially high in Smithian institutions. Our judiciary is filled with mechanisms—from rules of evidence to the physical arrangements of a courtroom—designed to protect judges and juries from bribes or threats. Similar, costly mechanisms would be required in all extra-judicial Smithian institutions. No such system, however, could be foolproof. As with all political actors, the final protection against corruption must be the integrity of the impartial spectators themselves.

As a result, those turning to Smithian institutions must take steps to insure that the unaffected have sufficient motivation to make their decisions well. Like pure Rawlsians, Smithians could simply rely on individuals’ sense of justice to insure that they will do their duties diligently. There is no reason, however, why external incentives cannot be added. These incentives could be material (one wonders how differently Americans might treat jury duty if jurors were more handsomely compensated) but they could also be honorific. The traditional
Madisonian mechanism of re-election may be of some use here; unaffected officials, like affected citizen-representatives, might be motivated by the possibility of remaining in a prestigious, powerful and perhaps even well-remunerated office. There is some empirical evidence that private arbitrators are indeed motivated to develop a reputation for impartiality so as to ensure their continued employment.\textsuperscript{46}

Developing a reputation for being impartial and actually being so are, of course, two different things. If a genuinely impartial decision were to give a false appearance of favoritism, then an arbitrator concerned only with reputation would choose the appearance of impartiality over the reality.\textsuperscript{47} Fortunately, appearances here most often correspond with realities, but when they do not, we may have no choice but to rely on the integrity of the unaffected themselves. Once again, an inescapable Rawlsian element is present even in a primarily Smithian and secondarily Madisonian institution.

c) Legitimating the Power of the Unaffected

Once naturally impartial spectators have been selected, and placed within institutions that help promote decisions which are not only impartial but also well-made in other respects, they can be granted a wide range of powers in legislative or other extra-judicial political processes. At a minimum, the unaffected may simply contribute to political deliberation. As one voice among many, such an impartial spectator has no special power, but may provide arguments which those enmeshed in a conflict would never be able to formulate on their own. New formal institutions might not be necessary in order to allow such naturally impartial voices to be heard. An end to the informal norm no one should have any say in political decisions that do not affect them could very well be sufficient.\textsuperscript{48} Should additional input from impartial spectators be needed, formal
institutions might provide external incentives for them to contribute to deliberation. Smithian institutions of this sort may be particularly valuable when affected parties are blinded by their interests from seeing a resolution which, once found, would prove immediately acceptable to all.

Impartial spectators may also be given a wide range of formalized powers in political processes. Impartial spectators may not merely be participants in political discourse, but may also participate alongside the affected parties in decision-making procedures such as elections. Their participation might be used to break a deadlock between two evenly-matched camps among the affected—such as in the case of an election that would otherwise be too close to call. It is also possible to give spectators a special adjudicatory office in formal decision-making. For example, impartial spectators might be commissioned to formulate legislation or public policy, which would then be subject to an up-or-down vote by the affected—a political analogue to non-binding arbitration in the private sphere. There are also political analogues to binding arbitration, under which the decision of the impartial spectator takes effect automatically, without further approval. Such binding arbitrators might nonetheless be held accountable if their decisions could then be subject to later review—whether by the general public, by affected citizen-officials or by other unaffected arbitrators. Finally, in certain extreme situations, there might be a need to use a non-accountable form of binding arbitration, in which the possibility of later review is precluded. For example, non-accountable binding arbitration might be needed if it is reasonably feared that reconsidering the settlement of a given political conflict would result in civil unrest.

Whatever degree of power is granted to unaffected spectators, the conclusions of section two suggest two features which must be included in all Smithian institutions. First, any power granted to the unaffected must be given to them through the consent of the affected. This consent is required to avoid the moral objections concerning democratic legitimacy discussed earlier, and
will also help promote compliance with the impartial decisions rendered. If an unaffected arbitrator is not empowered through the direct participation of the affected, then some other institutional mechanism may be necessary to give the affected adequate opportunity to express their consent (or lack thereof) to the procedures being adopted.

Second, Smithian institutions must meet a requirement of egalitarian reciprocity. All those who make decisions that affect others must be equally affected by decisions which others make for them. The hypothetical franchise swap discussed earlier would be an instance of what might be called “direct reciprocity.” Even if they were not to go so far as to trade entire electorates, polities could also engage in directly reciprocal relations through an equal exchange of a limited number of decision-makers. Phillippe Schmitter has proposed institutions along roughly these lines for purposes of what he calls “reciprocal representation.” When the policies of one polity regularly affect the citizens of another—as is the case, for example when there is significant movement of people or goods between them—representatives from each polity could be elected to sit in the legislature of the other. Yet while Schmitter proposes reciprocal representation as a means of better including all those affected, similar institutions might also be used to include those unaffected. Polities seeking to increase the impartiality of their political decisions might seek directly reciprocal exchanges of legislators with distant polities unaffected by the policies being debated, perhaps in addition to the exchanges that Schmitter recommends with nearby, affected polities.

Once more polities agree to participate in such exchanges, however, the level of egalitarianism that democratic legitimacy demands could also be established through what might be termed “indirect reciprocity.” One-to-one trades of decision-makers could give way to complex networks. If such institutions were to span the globe, no state would be a self-
governing democracy, considered in isolation. Yet the world as a whole would remain self-governing and democratic, a cosmopolitan union of political equals in which all who rule are also equally ruled in turn.

It seems fitting to conclude by noting that arguments for worldwide cosmopolitan governance are nothing new. These arguments, however, are typically premised on the idea that the most important problems facing the world today are global, and can only be addressed effectively on a worldwide level. My position is quite different, depending as it does on the observation that some conflicts will always remain local. Truly global conflicts are ineligible for resolution by the unaffected. If literally everyone on earth is affected by a particular political decision, there is no one on the planet who can serve as an impartial spectator. There is no doubt that, in an era of global trade and global warming, there are more and more of these sorts of issues facing humanity as a whole. No matter how globalized our political life may become, however, municipal, regional, national and non-globalized international conflicts will always remain. Natural impartiality can be a powerful resource for helping us find morally acceptable resolutions to these non-globalized conflicts, a resource which misplaced concerns with democratic legitimacy have led us to forego far too often in both political theory and political practice.
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